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A hierarchical and scalable microfluidic device constructed from

a combination of three building blocks enables highly controlled

generation of multicomponent multiple emulsions. The number,

ratio and size of droplets, each with distinct contents being inde-

pendently co-encapsulated in the same level, can be precisely

controlled. The building blocks are a drop maker, a connector and

a liquid extractor; combinations of these enable the scale-up of the

device to create higher-order multicomponent multiple emulsions

with exceptionally diverse structures. These multicomponent

multiple emulsions offer a versatile and promising platform for

precise encapsulation of incompatible actives or chemicals, for

synergistic delivery and biochemical and chemical reactions, and for

engineering multicompartment materials with controlled internal

phases.

Multiple emulsions are complex nested liquid systems, with liquid

droplets of decreasing sizes placed one inside another. They are

widely used as templates for the synthesis of multicompartment

microspheres1–5 and core–shell microcapsules,6–10 as microreactors

for chemical reactions,11 and as encapsulants for actives such as

drugs12–16 and nutrients.17–19 Multiple emulsions containing droplets

with different contents in the same internal level are important for

co-encapsulating incompatible actives or chemicals for synergistic

delivery or for biochemical or chemical reactions, and for fabri-

cating hierarchical multicompartment materials.20,21 Multiple emul-

sions are often generated through a multistep bulk emulsification

process by sequential mixing, but these are exceedingly poly-

disperse.22 Membrane emulsification techniques can produce

monodisperse multiple emulsions, but the number of inner droplets

is poorly controlled.15 Microfluidic techniques are an excellent

method for manipulation of emulsions;23–30 both glass capillary

devices23,24 and poly(dimethylsiloxane) devices25–28 enable precise

preparation of monodisperse multiple emulsions, with the size and

number of droplets at each level in multiply nested emulsions being

precisely controlled. However, the control of the number, ratio and

size of different droplets within each level, and the co-encapsulation

of multicomponent droplets for higher-order multiple emulsions,

cannot be easily achieved with these devices. Controlled, higher-

order, multicomponent multiple emulsions would offer advanced

platforms for the design of more complex multicompartment

materials, and would provide synergistic delivery systems or

chemical microreactors for incompatible actives or chemicals with

more precise encapsulation and regulated mass-transfer kinetics.

Co-encapsulation of two droplets containing different contents in

double emulsions has been accomplished with glass microfluidic

devices using a cross-junction structure31,32 and with capillary

microfluidic devices with two separate internal channels in the

injection tube.20 However, the precise control over the number,

ratio and size of the co-encapsulated multicomponent droplets in

double emulsions remains very difficult to achieve, and this is

essential to fully exploit the power and potential of these structures.

Thus, new techniques for controlled generation of higher-order

multicomponent multiple emulsions are required.

Here we describe a hierarchical and scalable microfluidic device

that generates multicomponent multiple emulsions where the

number, ratio and size of the co-encapsulated droplets, containing

different contents, are precisely controlled at each level. This novel

microfluidic device consists of three basic building blocks, a drop

maker, a connector and a liquid extractor; using different combina-

tions enables a flexible and controllable method for generating varied

higher-order multicomponent multiple emulsions. We demonstrate

the scalability and controllability of the microfluidic device by start-

ing with quadruple-component double emulsions, and scaling up by

simply adding building blocks to generate quintuple-component

double emulsions, quintuple-component triple emulsions, and even

sextuple-component triple emulsions. In each case, the number, ratio

and size of co-encapsulatedmulticomponent droplets are individually

controlled with unprecedented accuracy.

The microfluidic device is comprised of three basic units, a drop

maker, a connector and a liquid extractor (Fig. 1a, see the ESI† for

details on the fabrication of the devices). The drop maker is designed

for generating droplets (Fig. 1(a1)); the connector is designed for

merging droplets from different drop makers (Fig. 1(a2)), and the

liquid extractor is designed for removing unwanted fluid from the

continuous phase (Fig. 1(a3)). By using different combinations of

the building blocks we achieve a versatile route to creating micro-

fluidic devices for the formation of multicomponent multiple emul-

sions with highly controlled yet exceptionally diverse structures.
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We demonstrate the versatility and controllability of microfluidic

devices based on these building blocks by first generating quadruple-

component double emulsions, in each of which droplets with different

contents can be co-encapsulated while precisely and independently

controlling the number, ratio and size of the droplets. The micro-

fluidic device comprises three drop makers, two connectors and one

liquid extractor (Fig. 1b). First, droplets of two different inner fluids

(F1!1 and F1!2) are separately emulsified in drop makers in different

branch channels. Then, through the connectors, these two sets of

droplets flow into the main channel, where they are merged to form

a linear array of droplets. Because of the periodic droplet formation

in each drop maker, the two types of droplets are regularly and

alternately aligned in the main channel. We control the spacing

between the droplets by using a connector (F2!C) to inject fluid and

a separate extractor (F2!E) to remove the middle fluid as required.

The middle fluid is further emulsified by the outermost fluid in the

drop maker (F3!M) downstream, forming double emulsions con-

taining two different types of droplets. The controlled production of

monodisperse quadruple-component double emulsions, made from

oil-in-water-in-oil (O/W/O), is shown in Fig. 1c. The number and

ratio of inner red and transparent droplets are precisely manipulated

(see the ESI† for details of fluid components and flow rate condi-

tions). Accurate regulation of the number and ratio is achieved by

fine adjustment of the flow rates. We demonstrate the excellent

controllability of our microfluidic device by independently changing

the number of encapsulated inner red (Nr) and transparent (Nt)

droplets; this also leads to precise control over the ratio (R12) of red

droplets to transparent droplets (Fig. 1c).We illustrate this control by

showing the resultant double emulsions as a plot of Nr as a function

of Nt, with each varying from 1 to 3, in Fig. 1c. The independent

control over Nr and Nt affords accurate manipulation of R12 with

desired values (see the ESI† for a detailed discussion on the flow-rate-

dependent control over the number and ratio of different co-encap-

sulated droplets in double emulsions). Because we use the dripping

mechanism to provide highly control over the formation of droplets

in our microfluidic device, the droplets are generated with good

reproducibility and monodispersity. Usually, our experiments of

emulsion generation are operated for at least 8 h every day, and the

formation processes of emulsions always remain stable all the time

during the experiments if no external disturbance happens.

We can also achieve excellent control over the droplet size (di) by

changing the flow rates or the inner diameter (Di) of the collection

tube of drop makers. The size manipulation is illustrated by con-

trollably generating quadruple-component double emulsions that

contain smaller red droplets and larger blue droplets (see the ESI† for

controlled generation of quadruple-component double emulsions

containing two kinds of droplets with different sizes). These results

demonstrate successful co-encapsulation of droplets with different

contents in double emulsions, with the number, ratio and size of

different inner droplets precisely and independently controlled. These

co-encapsulated different droplets can be employed to separately load

incompatible actives or chemicals, and can be employed as different

compartments formulticompartmentmaterials. The excellent control

over the number, ratio and size of different inner droplets allows us to

precisely and independently manipulate the encapsulation of each

active or chemical and the internal structure of multicompartment

materials. Furthermore, generation of quadruple-component double

emulsions with inverse water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) type is also

feasible with our device because its coaxial structure does not require

modification of surface wettability for drop formation of different

fluids.

The precise and independent control over the size of outer

droplets can also be achieved using the functionality of the

connectors and liquid extractors. Besides merging the main channel

with branch channels, the connector is also designed to adjust the

distance between droplets in the main channel by injecting addi-

tional fluid. When we increase the flow rate (Q2!C) of the injecting

Fig. 1 Microfluidic device and controlled production of quadruple-

component double emulsions. (a) Schematic diagram of functional

building blocks: (a1) drop maker for generating droplets, (a2) connector

for merging droplets from different drop makers, and (a3) liquid

extractor for removing excess continuous phase. (b) Schematic diagram

of the microfluidic device constructed from the building blocks for

generating quadruple-component double emulsions, in which d1, d2 and

d3 are the diameters for inner red, inner transparent, and outer droplets

respectively. Fi!j is fluid phase for each level of multiple emulsions, where

the subscript i refers to the level number where Fi!j exists in multiple

emulsions by counting from the inside outward, and the subscript j refers

to the injection position of Fi!j in the microfluidic device. The subscript j

can be the number or letter, where the number (1, 2,.) means the number

of branch channels, and letters C, E and M stand for connector, liquid

extractor and main channel respectively. (c) Optical micrographs of

quadruple-component double emulsions exhibiting the precise control

over the number and ratio of inner red and transparent droplets. Scale

bars are 200 mm.
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fluid (F2!C) into the connector while keeping the other flow rates

constant, the distance between droplets increases as does the size of

the outer droplets (d3), due to the encapsulation of more fluid in the

middle aqueous layer. This size control of outer droplets is shown

in Fig. 2a. When the injecting flow rate ratio Q2!C/(Q1!1 + Q2!1 +

Q1!2 + Q2!2 ! Q2!E) increases from "0.250 to "1.333, the

volume ratio Vi/V0 of outer droplets increases from 1 to "1.683.

Importantly, in spite of the increase in d3, the size of inner red

droplets (d1) and transparent droplets (d2) remain unchanged,

because the inner droplets are individually formed in branch

channels. By contrast, when we increase the flow rate through the

liquid extractor (Q2!E) while keeping the other flow rates constant,

the distance between droplets decreases and the outer droplets

become smaller due to the removal of continuous fluid. Increasing

the extracting flow rate ratio Q2!E/(Q1!1 + Q2!1 + Q1!2 + Q2!2 +

Q2!C) from "0.034 to "0.241 results in a decrease of volume ratio

Vi/V0 of outer droplets from 1 to "0.736, with d1 and d2 unchanged

(Fig. 2b). Because the data in Fig. 2 are measured by using several

batches of emulsion samples, the error bars mean that there is

a little difference between the droplet diameters from batch to

batch. However, the dripping mechanism for droplet formation

offers highly control of the droplets, so the emulsions are still highly

monodisperse in each batch, i.e., the droplet formation is still well-

controlled. These results illustrate the precise and independent size

control over the outer droplets of a quadruple-component double

emulsion (see the ESI† for detailed discussion on the independent

control over the size of outer droplets by connector and liquid

extractor).

The excellent control over the number, ratio and size of co-

encapsulated droplets allows us to quantitatively predict the inner

structure of quadruple-component double emulsions for these

microfluidic devices. The total number of both inner red and trans-

parent droplets (N) encapsulated in double emulsions is controlled by

matching the formation rates of inner red (f1!1) and transparent

(f1!2) droplets with those of the outer droplets (f3). This flow-rate-

dependent formation rate can be regulated by adjusting the flow rates

of the dispersed (Qd) and continuous (Qc) fluids in the drop maker

module.24 For fixed device dimensions (Di) and solution conditions,

there is a linear dependence of di/Di on Qd/Qc.
24 Based on these

relations, we can quantitatively predict the value of N using eqn (1)

(see the ESI† for detailed derivation of the equation):

where Qi!j is the flow rate of fluid Fi!j; Q3 is the sum ofQ1!1, Q2!1,

Q2!1, Q2!2, Q2!C and Q2!E (Fig. 1b). Coefficients ai and bi are the

slopes and intercepts that are obtained experimentally from the

empirical relations for di/Di andQd/Qc. The ratio of inner red droplets

to transparent droplets (R12) depends on the number of each kind of

droplet encapsulated in the double emulsion; this can be separately

controlled by adjusting f1!1 and f1!2. Therefore, we can quantita-

tively determine the value of R12 using eqn (2) (see the ESI† for

detailed derivation of the equation):

R12 #
f1!1

f1!2

#
!
Q1!1=

!
pd3

1=6
""

!
Q1!2=

!
pd3

2=6
"" # Q1!1

Q1!2

D3
2$a2$Q1!2=Q2!2% & b2%3

D3
1$a1$Q1!1=Q2!1% & b1%3

(2)

The calculated values ofN andR12 from eqn (1) and (2) are compared

with the experimental values in Fig. 3. The good agreement between

thecalculatedandexperimentalvaluesofbothNandR12 indicates that

we can successfully predict the inner structure of quadruple-compo-

nent double emulsions. By exploiting the mass conservation of each

N # f1!1 & f1!2

f3
#

#
Q1!1=D3

1$a1$Q1!1=Q2!1% & b1%3
$
&
#
Q1!2=D3

2$a2$Q1!2=Q2!2% & b2%3
$

#
Q3=D3

3$a3$Q3=Q3!M% & b3%3
$ (1)

Fig. 2 Effects of the flow rates of connector (a) and liquid extractor (b)

on the sizes of inner and outer droplets in quadruple-component double

emulsions. (a) Droplet volume ratio Vi/V0 as a function of flow rate ratio

Q2!C/(Q1!1 + Q2!1 + Q1!2 + Q2!2 ! Q2!E). The initial values of d1, d2
and d3 are 163.2 mm, 163.7 mm and 353.1 mm, respectively. (b) Droplet

volume ratio Vi/V0 as a function of flow rate ratio Q2!E/(Q1!1 + Q2!1 +

Q1!2 + Q2!2 + Q2!C). V0 is the initial droplet volume, and Vi is the

droplet volume after varying Q2!C (a) and Q2!E (b). The initial values of

d1, d2 and d3 are 169.6 mm, 168.5 mm and 386 mm, respectively.
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fluid, further equations can be developed to predict the inner structure

of higher-order multicomponent multiple emulsions.

The variety in combinations of the building blocks used in these

devices enables simple scale-up for controlled generation of higher-

order multicomponent multiple emulsions with more complex

structures. This is illustrated by controllably fabricating quintuple-

component double emulsions, quintuple-component triple emulsions,

and even sextuple-component triple emulsions.

For generation of quintuple-component double emulsions, we

scale up the microfluidic device in Fig. 1b by adding an additional

branch channel upstream of the main channel to introduce a third

kind of oil droplets into the quadruple-component double emulsions,

as shown in Fig. 4a. These additional droplets are dyed with Sudan

black, so the quintuple-component O/W/O double emulsions contain

oil droplets of three colors.Micrographs of the quintuple-component

double emulsions, where the number of each kind of droplets

increases from 1 to 5, are shown in Fig. 4b.

For fabrication of quintuple-component triple emulsions, an

additional drop maker is added downstream in the main channel of

the microfluidic device in Fig. 1b to further emulsify the quadruple-

component double emulsions, as shown in Fig. 4c. The quintuple-

component oil-in-water-in-oil-in-water (O/W/O/W) triple emulsions

are generated with red and transparent oil droplets in the innermost

level surrounded by a blue aqueous layer, which is further enveloped

in an oil droplet. The number and ratio of innermost red and

transparent oil droplets can be precisely controlled as can the number

of blue aqueous drops (Fig. 4d).

For generation of more complex sextuple-component triple

emulsions, we place two drop makers in each branch channel for the

microfluidic device in Fig. 1b to generate double emulsions, as shown

in Fig. 5a. Because F1!1, F2!1, F1!2 and F2!2 are each of different

components, two kinds of O/W/O double emulsions can be formed in

each branch channel, each differing in compositions of both inner

and middle phases. After an additional encapsulation of the double

Fig. 3 Prediction for the number (N) (a) and ratio (R12) (b) of inner red

and transparent droplets in quadruple-component double emulsions. (a)

Prediction for the value of N, where the calculated value of N is obtained

from eqn (1). (b) Prediction for the value of R12, where the calculated

value of R12 is obtained from eqn (2). For the device and quadruple-

component double emulsions shown in Fig. 1, the values of coefficients in

eqn (1) and (2) are a1# 0.3957, b1# 0.9742, a2# 0.2482, b2# 1.0137, a3#
0.8451, and b3 # 0.4894.

Fig. 4 Extended microfluidic device for controlled production of quin-

tuple-component multiple emulsions. (a) Schematic diagram of the

microfluidic device for generating quintuple-component double emul-

sions. (b) Optical micrographs of quintuple-component double emulsions

that contain three different kinds of inner droplets, with a controlled

increase in the number of each droplet from 1 to 5. (c) Schematic diagram

of the microfluidic device for generating quintuple-component triple

emulsions. (d) Optical micrographs of quintuple-component triple

emulsions that contain two different kinds of droplets in the innermost

level, with precise control over the number and ratio of different inner-

most droplets and over the number of the middle droplets. Scale bars are

200 mm.
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emulsions in the main channel, highly controllable andmonodisperse

sextuple-component triple emulsions are generated, as shown in

Fig. 5b. These uniform O/W/O/W triple emulsions contain two

different kinds of double emulsions inside, one of which contains red

oil droplets in each transparent aqueous droplet while the other

contains transparent oil droplets in each blue aqueous droplet (Fig. 5

(b1) and (b2)). Interestingly, when we stop injecting one of the inner-

most fluid (F1!2), a novel type of triple emulsion, which has both

double and single emulsions co-encapsulated in the same level, is

generated (Fig. 5(b3)). Even with such complex structures, the precise

control over the inner structure of sextuple-component triple emul-

sions is still achievable (Fig. 5c). The number and ratio of the trans-

parent and blue aqueous droplets in the second inner level can be

precisely controlled by matching the formation rates of the relevant

fluids (Fig. 5c, from row I to row IV). By selectively stopping

the injectionof either of the innermostfluids,we canproduce sextuple-

component triple emulsionswithno redoil droplet in the encapsulated

transparent aqueous droplets (Fig. 5c, column c1), or with no

transparent oil droplet in the encapsulated blue aqueous droplets

(Fig. 5c, columns c2 and c3).We can also achieve precise control over

the number of different innermost droplets as well as the ratio of

innermost transparent to red droplets (Fig. 5c, columns c4 to c6). All

higher-order multicomponent multiple emulsions highlight the

remarkable scalabilityofourmicrofluidicdevice; this is crucialbecause

it enables us to arrange the building blocks to engineer multicompo-

nent multiple emulsions with specified complex structures.

The excellent controllability and remarkable scalability of our

microfluidic device offer a flexible and valuable route to generating

multicomponentmultiple emulsions where the number, ratio and size

of co-encapsulated multicomponent droplets are each precisely and

independently controlled. The co-encapsulated different droplets can

function as separate compartments for synergistic delivery of

incompatible actives or chemicals, or as microreactor vessels for

biochemical or chemical reactions. The high degree of control over

the number, ratio and size of different inner droplets enables us to

optimize the encapsulation of actives or chemicals and precisely

engineer the internals of the multicompartment materials. The

approach presented here provides a new method for fabrication and

applications of controllable multicomponent multiple emulsions.
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